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4) Suggestion and Certainty: 

Two Approaches to a Critique of Antisemitic Knowledge 
 

 
In the Hilsner affair, critiques of the antisemitic blood libel were not confined to 

providing alternative explanations for the murder of Anežka Hrůzová. They also 

included critiques of antisemitic knowledge production about the alleged ritual 

murder. These critiques took place in criminal psychological scholarship, newspapers, 

and courtrooms; they generally concurred that ordinary people could come to believe 

in the reality of Jewish ritual murder; that, in some instances, they could even be 

convinced that they have witnessed such murder from mere suggestion of antisemitic 

propaganda. In the first part of this chapter, I argue that the criminal-psychological 

discourse of suggestion is closely tied to the psychoanalytic discourse of sexuality 

through a shared genealogy in the neurological discourses of hysteria and hypnosis 

and through active intellectual exchange and collaboration. The subject that is 

implicitly invoked through the discourse of suggestion overlaps with the conception 

of the self that is produced through discourses of sexuality: an individual self with a 

complex interiority who is capable of holding true as well as false knowledge. 

The discourse of suggestion provides an insightful account of ordinary 

people’s professed convictions of Hilsner’s guilt. But as a strategy of anti-antisemitic 

resistance it was limited because it was caught up in the psychology of the individual 

self and the racialized conceptions of selfhood that are built into it. In the second part 

of this chapter I therefore analyze several documented instances of how antisemitic 

power plays out in the Hilsner affair. From this analysis I develop a critique of the 
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mass politics of knowledge, truth, and belief that does not start from the psychology 

of the individual but instead from the performative fact of racial power. The concepts 

of truth and positive knowledge and the embedded ideas of individuality become less 

central in this analysis, which instead highlights the performance of certainty as a 

collective embodied practice in continuity with racial violence. 

 

A Genealogy of the Subject of Suggestion 

The lead article on Leopold Hilsner’s first conviction in the Neue Freie Presse 

contains the following critique of antisemitic knowledge production. 

Of course it is possible that despite all the accused is guilty, well that 
one could perhaps have discovered a more natural and reasonable 
motive, if the investigation, accusation and procedure of taking 
evidence had not from the beginning been controlled by the insane 
assumption of ritual murder. But that a jury bench, a court, a whole 
town and its surroundings judge virtually under the hypnosis that 
emanates from a legend that originates from a dark time—that is 
shameful for our time, for our education and civilization. (“Wien, 16. 
September” 2 emphasis mine) 
 

The analysis that the wide acceptance of the blood libel is the result of a hypnosis-like 

influence was shared by a broad range of actors, though many understood that 

modern media contributed to such hypnotic results, and thereby challenging the 

assertion that this phenomenon was out of sync with modernity. 

For instance, consider Joseph Samuel Bloch’s analysis: 

The excitation always only shows up once it is pointed out by the 
antisemites that the murdered was a Christian and when at the same 
time the suspicion is directed not just towards one or several Jews as 
such, but simultaneously the belief is created in the people that once 
again a murder was committed because the Jews need the Christian 
blood for ritual purposes (…) This infamous agitation is practiced 
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especially in Polna and surroundings, and with the most infamous 
means: There is a mass dissemination of flyers which describe the 
occurred kosher-slaughtering etc. with details as if the writer had been 
there and image presentations on which one sees the crooked-nosed 
Jews slaughter the girl and catch the blood in a ready-at-hand 
receptacle. (514) 
 

Bloch highlights the vividness of the mass-disseminated linguistic and visual 

description of the alleged ritual murder . For Franz Kafka, the technology of mass-

produced visual media distinguishes the ritual murder belief surrounding the Hilsner 

affair as a distinctly modern phenomenon. The following reflection is from a letter to 

Milena Jesenská:  

I cannot fathom how the peoples could come upon the thought of ritual 
murder before it came to such phenomena as of recent times (earlier it 
was at best a general fear and jealousy, here however there is the 
unequivocal sight, here one views 'Hilsner' do the deed step by step; 
that the virgin is hugging him while he does it, what does that mean). 
(Kafka 68) 
 

The letter is part of a conversation that extends beyond it, not written to be 

transparent to a third-party reader. The reference to the hugging virgin is presumably 

a reference to an image or possibly a textual description.168 Benno Wagner, who 

analyses this passage en route to making a fascinating argument that Kafka evaded 

some of the traps of the ritual murder discourse by recycling key themes of the 

Hilsner affair and scattering them through his works, offers the interpretation that 

                                                
168 In the next paragraph, which seems somewhat connected, it is unclear whether it’s 
commentary on the Hilsner case or a related phenomenon about which Kafka and Jesenská 
have an ongoing conversation. “When one speaks of the innocence of the girl, this does not 
mean the ordinary physical one but the innocence of her sacrifice, which is no less physical” 
(68). This could be read as similar to the argument that I made earlier, when I attempted to 
separate out the bodily or physical quality of the “ritual murder” from the framework of 
sexual predation. 
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Kafka here reverses the “enlightened” incomprehension about the persistence or 

reemergence of ritual murder belief. “Not the modern, national mass delusion appears 

incomprehensible here, but conversely the premodern superstition of the ‘people’” 

(Wagner n.p., section 3). Wagner explains further: 

[The] “phenomena as of recent times” apparently consist in a mediatic 
bringing-in-line (Gleichschaltung) of “the people’s” imaginary in the 
creation of a collective, locationless and timeless mental film: “here 
one views ‘Hilsner' do the deed step by step.” (Wagner n.p., section 
3)169 
 

The references to mass media and film point to the power of various antisemitic 

media to produce a visual narrative of how “Hilsner” commits a ritual murder. 

Kafka’s inverted commas emphasize that this is the Hilsner fantasized by the 

antisemites, not the actual person. 

 There are indeed countless statements to the effect that flyers and image 

postcards with ritual murder scenes were disseminated widely, especially in Polná, 

Kutná Hora, Pisek and their respective surroundings.170 Picture postcards were also a 

                                                
169 The term Gleichschaltung was used by the Nazis to describe the process of bringing all 
aspects of political and social life under totalitarian control and included the abolition of 
federalism and of all parties except the NSDAP and the creation of National Socialist 
professional and youth organizations. 
170 Hušek sold postcards which depict and elucidate Hrůzová’s autopsy. The postcards were 
confiscated, but Hušek successfully appealed the confiscation (“Eine confiscierte 
Ansichtskarte”). Another image depicts three men as they hold “Anežka Hrůzová” upside 
down and apply a knife to her throat, while a thick stream of blood runs from her throat into a 
bucket. This image (unknown) is presented by the internet research program 
www.hilsneriade.net without further information about its circulation or current storage (last 
accessed 2/18, 2014). Her body forms the shape of an upside-down crucified Jesus. She is 
produced as a Christian martyr. Another set of images, produced by Antonín Dvořák of 
Polná, include photographs of the mourning mother and sister at the grave, the congregated 
crown surrounding Hrůzová’s dead body in the forest, and landscape pictures with solemn 
inscriptions such as “‘Březina’ forest by Polná where Aněžka Hrůzová of Malá Věžnička was 
murdered March 19 1899.” (Dvořák, Matka a sestra Aněžky Hrůzové; Dvořák, Les “Březina” 
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fairly new phenomenon at the time.171 As a new consumer item which did not yet 

have an established economy and an established market, these postcards offered 

themselves as an interesting commercial opportunity at the crossroads of antisemitic 

agitation and business enterprise. Arthur Nussbaum reports that one postcard 

producer was based in Berlin and circulated his cards also in Konitz/Chojnice.172  

Visual representations of the ritual murder were not limited to images. 

Nussbaum further reports that Hilsner busts were exhibited at fairs. In 

Pardubice/Pardubitz, an optician exhibited a display of a ritual murder in a 

Pantoskop, which appears to be an early film technology. An apparatus for displaying 

moving images, it created a sort of animated film.173 Other ritual murder-themed 

commodities included matchboxes with an image of the murdered Hrůzová with a 

butcher’s knife above her head.174 It was through such instances of popular media that 

                                                
u Polné; Dvořák, Místo v lese “Březině”. All imaged at 
http://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC1TV23_anezka-hruzova-hilsneriada). The latter set 
of images seems to work towards creating Aněžka Hrůzová as a martyr as well, less by visual 
representations of her imagined ritual murder and more by stylizing certain elements of her 
life story and creating a set of images and material markers in the landscape that make it 
possible to relate to her, through the material practices of visiting these places, praying, 
reciting her stylized life story, venerating her image, as in Catholic veneration of saints. The 
presumed place of her murder was also arranged in the image of a small wayside monument 
with images of saints. Another set of images that I have seen focus on the trial; they would be 
depicted in newspapers accompanying trial reports.   
171 The Deutsches Volksblatt devotes a feuilleton to the “new sports” of collecting picture 
postcards in September 1899 (Feigl). See also (Wolff). 
172 (Nussbaum 17) 
173 The limited scholarship on the pantoscope includes studies of the (missing) 
“Pantoscope of California” (Jones). See (Sandweiss) about photography and other 
visual techniques for exhibiting the American West in New England. More 
comparative research on the nexus of race/nationhood, visual technologies, and 
capitalism in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries is called for. 
174 (Bloch, “Aus dem czechisch-jüdischen Lager” 717) 
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the allegation of ritual murder was produced as a visual and narrative reality. 

Referring to circulating images of ritual murder, Nussbaum writes: “The view that 

these images offer is truly horrid. Memory cannot free itself from the repugnant sight 

any more” (16).  

He elaborates on the success of antisemitic agitation in convincing many 

people that Hilsner committed a Jewish ritual murder in a criminal-psychological 

framework. He theorizes the psychological effect of antisemitic agitation, also 

acknowledged by Kafka, in the Neue Freue Presse and in Dr. Bloch’s 

Oesterreichische Wochenschrift, through the concept of suggestion. 

This discourse of suggestion circulates widely among critics of the blood libel, but it 

is particularly insightful to analyze how it is articulated in an explicitly scholarly 

platform because we can more easily trace the genealogical connections between the 

discourse of suggestion and the discourse of sexuality, which expose that the subject 

of suggestion (the ritual murder witnesses and the proponents of ritual murder 

accusation) overlaps conceptually with the psychoanalytic subject of sexuality. 

Nussbaum’s book Der Polnaer Ritualmordprozess (The Polna ritual murder 

trial) carries a subtitle that translates as “a criminal-psychological investigation on the 

basis of documents.” As Franz von Liszt, Nussbaum’s teacher and law professor at 

Berlin, states in the preface, the book has a dual aim: to document the historically 

significant Polna ritual murder trial and to contribute to the criminal-psychological 

theory of suggestion. Nussbaum argues that most ritual murder witnesses neither lie 

nor speak the truth about their alleged observations and memories but are under the 
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influence of suggestion, that is, they produce false memories and false assessments as 

a result of the influence of a third party (Nussbaum 6). He argues:  

Suggestion, i.e. the production of said disturbances through the 
influence of third parties, thus does absolutely not require the 
induction of a hypnotic (dream-like) state or an intervention by the 
other side that is purposely aiming for suggestion, as has also been 
demonstrated experimentally. On the contrary, just the existence of a 
psychic excitation already offers to suggestion an adequate soil (…). 
(6-7) 
 

Nussbaum argues that excitement can create the conditions for a subject’s 

suggestibility without any need for hypnosis. This is why, in sensationalist murder 

cases, where the populace is by definition “excited,” the conditions are ripe for 

suggestion. Nussbaum’s argument gains particular strength from his close analysis of 

how witnesses in the Hilsner trials changed their statements between the pre-trial 

investigative interrogations and the trials in Kuttenberg and Pisek. Often, witnesses 

added more details and proclaimed more certainty about their observations as  time 

passed and they adjusted their “memories” to align with new information that became 

available. 

Nussbaum’s clarification that suggestion does not require the induction of a 

hypnotic state references a longer neurological debate. Suggestion and hypnosis are 

both theorized as procedures that can induce false memories that appear deceivingly 

vivid and sensual to the hypnotized or suggested subject. Coming out of the interest 

in hypnosis characteristic of the 1870s and 80s, there was a vast literature on 

suggestion that emerged in the last decade of the nineteenth century. This reflected a 

resolution to ongoing quarrels and debates about the function and applicability of 
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hypnosis. The main opposing schools were those of Jean-Martin Charcot at La 

Salpêtrière in Paris who considered hypnosis a treatment that only worked on 

hysterics and Hyppolite Bernheim in Nancy who held that everyone was in principle 

amenable to hypnosis.175 Bernheim’s position eventually won the debate, and interest 

in hypnosis shifted from its application in the clinical setting for the treatment of  

hysterics to its occurrence in non-clinical settings where fully conscious and awake 

individuals act against their will or recall memories that they have not experienced. 

Sigmund Freud, who translated Bernheim’s De La Suggestion et de ses applications à 

la thérapeutique (On Suggestion and its Therapeutic Applications) into German, 

explained in his translator’s preface: 

The main value of this book seems to me to lie in the proof of the 
relationships that connect hypnotic phenomena to ordinary processes 
of awakeness and sleep, in the discovery of the psychological laws that 
are valid for both sets of manifestations. The problem of hypnosis 
thereby comes within the purview of psychology; and “suggestion” is 
presented as the kernel and key of hypnoticism—besides, in the last 
chapters its significance is explored also in  areas other than hypnosis. 
(Freud, “Vorrede des Uebersetzers” iii) 
 

The concept of suggestion reflects the shift in the discourse on hypnosis towards 

more applicability and relevance for ordinary psychological phenomena.176 [where are 

you going?] 

In this book, which was first published in 1886, Bernheim discusses the crown 

witness of the Tisza-Eszlár ritual murder trial of 1882 under “General Applications of 

the Study of Suggestion.” The crown witness was the thirteen-year-old son of one of 

                                                
175 See for example (Pérez-Rincón). 
176 On Bernheim see also (Vyleta 20-24). 
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the accused Jews. The investigative judge separated him from his family for months 

before the trial and housed him with a police officer. At the trial, he testified 

unwaveringly that he had seen the ritual murder with his own eyes. Bernheim 

entertains the scenario that the boy was coerced to lie, but he thinks it more plausible 

that the boy was under the suggestion of the policeman into whose house he was 

essentially abducted. Bernheim envisions the scenario: 

The words of the man make a deep impression on [the boy’s] weak 
mind and this impression, more and more reinforced, gradually 
transposes into a sense perception. Under the influence of this 
overpowering suggestion the poor hypnotized brain works out the 
whole course of events that the official described, now nothing is 
missing; the child sees the victim lie on the ground, held by three 
people, sees the shochet lower his knife into the victim’s throat and the 
blood emanate. The child saw it all, the retroactive hallucination as it 
can be produced experimentally in deep sleep is developed and the 
memory of the delusion is so vivid that the child cannot free itself from 
its command. Suggestion, like a dramatic scene drawn in strong 
strokes by the poet, affixes itself in fantasy with all the focus of real 
experience. (Bernheim 153–4 emphasis mine) 
 

This understanding of suggestion is echoed in Nussbaum’s later study, which even 

uses the same image of an oppressed memory in the phrase that “memory cannot free 

itself from the repugnant sight any more” (16).    

There is thus a genealogical link between the neurological work on hypnosis 

and suggestion, particularly Bernheim’s, and the later criminal-psychological work of 

Nussbaum: through their shared understanding that suggestion is, in certain 

circumstances, a normal psychic dynamic and through their respective discussions of 

the suggestion of ritual murder witnesses. For Bernheim, the Tisza-Eszlár ritual 

murder affair serves as an illustrative example of suggestion; for Nussbaum, the 
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documentation of the Hilsner ritual murder trial doubles as an in-depth engagement 

with the criminal-psychological theory of suggestion. Nussbaum’s book is not a 

radical departure from previous scholarship in criminal psychology and 

criminalistics; rather, he synthesizes insights that are acknowledged by many legal 

scholars and law practitioners alike. Occasionally, the Charcot/Bernheim debate on 

hypnosis shines through in commentaries on the unreliability of those who make 

ritual murder accusations. He mentions “hysteria” as a factor that can increase one’s 

susceptibility to suggestion (Nussbaum 33).177  

Two figures who mediate this connection between neurology and criminal 

psychology and criminalistics are Hans Gross and Freud. In the previous chapter, 

“Ritual Murder and Sexuality in the Hilsner Affair,” I mentioned that Gross 

conjectured that Hilsner murdered Hruza out of a psychopathically reinforced 

superstition. Without providing a more concrete account of what this superstition 

should have entailed exactly, he hypothesized that Hilsner harbored a superstition that 

motivated him to murder Hruza. This puts Gross in disagreement with Nussbaum, 

who understands all evidence against Hilsner to be completely false and considers 

him innocent. Gross’ and Nussbaum’s assessments of the Hilsner trials thus diverged 

significantly, and they clarified their divergences in a published intellectual battle. 

Nussbaum criticized Gross’s speculations about psychopathic superstition. Gross, in 

                                                
177 In another publication, discussing a case in which a police investigation was conducted 
against a maidservant who falsely accused her employer of tapping her blood, Albert Hellwig 
too muses: “Whether this was called for or whether the girl, maybe of hysteric disposition, 
made the phantastic accusations in her best faith, may appear doubtful” (51). 
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turn, wrote a review of Nussbaum’s Der Polnaer Ritualmordprozess that condemned 

it as a tendentious attack. He rejects Nussbaum’s various statements about the poor 

credibility of many witnesses as out of hand and insulting, claims that an argument 

solely based on a study of the documents has no legitimacy, and even asserts patriotic 

prerogatives and national distinction.178 

Despite this antagonism over the assessment of Hilsner’s trials, Nussbaum and 

Gross share a basic epistemological framework of criminalistics and criminal 

psychology. Gross’ Criminalpsychologie deals extensively with the problem of 

perception and memory. It discusses the dangers of false memories, hallucinations, 

and misperceptions in detail.179 Gross’ Archiv für Kriminal-Anthropologie und 

Kriminalistik likewise contains many articles on these subjects. Nussbaum also 

acknowledges Gross’ influence in Der Polnaer Ritualmordprozess. He cites Gross 

favorably as he sets up his conceptual framework about the unreliability of witness 

statements and he frequently quotes articles from the Archiv.180 

Gross’ refusal to engage Nussbaum’s main thesis, namely that many witnesses 

were under the influence of “suggestion,” is thus not completely expected. Daniel 

Vyleta speculates that Gross’ lack of openness towards Nussbaum could be because 

Gross believed that superstition was a common and overlooked cause of crime. The 

                                                
178 Referring to the people involved in the Hilsner trial, he asserts that “these are Czech 
judiciary employees, Czech experts, Czech witnesses; I as an ur-German have no incentive to 
concern myself very much with them,” but he is nevertheless offended by many of 
Nussbaum’s dismissals of the credibility of key witnesses and denunciations of the verdict as 
a judicial error. Gross advises Nussbaum, the Berliner, to moderate his criticism of the 
Austrian criminal justice system which he implies is not really his to critique. 
179(Vyleta 20) 
180(Nussbaum 5) 
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conjecture that Hilsner had committed murder out of a pathologically reinforced 

blood superstition would then be corroborated by a larger framework in which Gross 

is invested and that would not be easily abandoned, even if in favor of an argument 

that had a fairly established theoretical framework to corroborate it as well (namely, 

the unreliability of witness statements and the existence of suggestion). Nussbaum 

also argued that Gross was himself under the influence of the antisemitic suggestion. 

Whatever the reasons for Gross’ strong negative attitude to Nussbaum, it is not 

reflective of a general programmatic methodological difference. Despite disagreement 

about Hilsner’s guilt, they share a conceptual framework that acknowledges witness 

statements to be highly unreliable and open to suggestion by third parties. 

 Freud and his early formulations in psychoanalysis are another connecting 

thread in this web of overlapping discourses. Freud’s translation of Bernheim 

continues an intellectual exchange that goes back to his travels in France, where he 

visited Bernheim in Nancy after seeing Charcot at La Salpêtrière.181 The discourse of 

suggestion also has a connection with psychoanalysis because the latter emerged from 

a concern with hysteria and its aetiology. In his so-called seduction theory, Freud 

conjectured that hysteria is caused by a trauma of sexual violence experienced at an 

early age. Many of his patients told Freud about being sexually abused (“seduced” in 

the contemporary parlance) in their childhood, usually by family members. Freud was 

unsure for a long time whether he wanted to believe these accounts or not. He finally 

settled his ambivalence by dismissing the seduction theory in favor of the theory that 

                                                
181 (Pérez-Rincón). See also (Gilman, Franz Kafka: The Jewish Patient 119). 
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most of these stories were not memories of actual experiences but fabrications of 

fantasy. 

Bernheim and the scholars of criminalistics and criminal psychology (such as 

Gross and Nussbaum) universalized the hysteria/hypnosis nexus by moving away 

from hysteria and towards the idea that anyone can be subject to suggestion and thus 

produce testimony that, despite their most honest intentions, is not true. Freud stayed 

with the problem of hysteria a bit longer and questioned the veracity of the memories 

recollected by his hysterical patients, but in the end, when he turned to the concept of 

fantasy, he also opened up his insights and proposed fantasy as a general mechanism 

of the psyche. Suggestion and fantasy are thus two alternative examples of how the 

problematic of hysteria/hypnosis led to more generally applicable and non-clinical 

insights and applications. While these two concepts—suggestion and fantasy—and 

their attendant discourses could productively bring each other into relief, my interest 

here is to grapple with and thereby come to understand the overarching epistemic 

framework that they share.182 

So far I have argued that the theory of hypnosis, with its later articulations as a 

possible experience for everyone and its applicability to non-therapeutic settings, is 

tied genealogically to psychoanalysis and criminal psychology. Psychoanalysis and 

criminal psychology and criminalistics were also connected through material 

intellectual collaborations. In the Archiv, Gross published a very favorable review of 

                                                
182 The discourses of sexuality and of suggestion could bring each other into relief by 
considering the questions of truth, belief, and third party influence that are central to the 
discourse of suggestion together with questions of desire, sexuality, pleasure, and fantasy. 
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Freud’s Traumdeutung (The Interpretation of Dreams) by Paul Näcke, who called the 

book “ingeniously thought-through” and acknowledged its importance for 

criminalistics (168). Gross himself reviewed Freud’s Ueber den Traum (On Dreams), 

an abridged version of Traumdeutung. The review expresses some hesitations and, 

while not as enthusiastic, is, nevertheless, generally positive.183 In 1905 Gross 

reviewed Freud’s Psychopathologie des Alltagslebens (Psychopathology of Everyday 

Life), calling it an “extremely interesting” study that one must read. While he finds 

that Freud goes too far in some discussions, he finds that they are, nevertheless, 

“verbatim applicable to the work of the criminalist and of the utmost significance.” 

He concludes: 

The whole explanatory system still has to be further developed but I 
forecast very positive things to the ingenious idea. It has by the way a 
certain relation to the works of Wertheimer and Klein (see this Archiv, 
volume XV P. 72). (Hans Gross, “Review of Freud. Psychopathologie 
des Alltagslebens” 272) 
 

Max Wertheimer and Julius Klein, two students of Gross’ in Prague, developed a 

criminalistic procedure that indeed resembles psychoanalysis. Their Psychologische 

Tatbestandsdiagnostik (“Psychological Diagnostics of Facts”) works with free 

associations that are solicited from suspects with a series of words that serve as 

cues.184 Based on the time lapse between cue and association and the content of the 

associations, the investigative judge-turned-diagnostician then diagnoses what a 

suspect knows but is trying to hide.185 Freud acknowledged the relatedness in his 

                                                
183 (Hans Gross, “Freud. Ueber den Traum (Review)”) 
184 (Wertheimer and Klein) 
185 See (Vyleta 25 ff). For a literary account of the realization of such an experiment, see 
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article “Tatbestandsdiagnostik und Psychoanalyse” (Diagnostics of Facts and 

Psychoanalysis), published in 1906/07 in Gross’ Archiv.186 In this article Freud relates 

his insights to the work of Wertheimer and Klein and constructs an analogy between 

the psychoanalyst’s work with patients and the investigative judge’s work with 

suspects. The article is based on a guest lecture in a class on criminalistics with 

professor Loeffler. It is thus part of an active collaboration between representatives of 

different disciplines with reciprocal interests and an acknowledgment of their 

commonalities. 

This series of active intellectual collaborations between criminalistics and 

criminal psychology and psychoanalysis is grounded in a shared interest in theorizing 

the un-true speech of their subjects and in interpreting the details in their speech and 

action, such as pauses, slips on the tongue, and sudden changes of demeanor and 

affect. Practitioners of criminalistics and criminal psychology and psychoanalysis all 

confront their subjects with a determination not to  be deceived by their surface 

performance and  not to take their words at face value. The shared conception of the 

human that informed these practices is one of depth and interiority which, 

nevertheless, gives itself, not to any onlooker, but only to the trained expert who 

knows how to read the signs correctly.187 

Jeffrey Masson argues that Freud’s decision to not believe his patients’ 

                                                
(Čapek, “Experiment profesora Rousse”). I thank Ellen Langer for bringing this story to my 
attention. 
186 (Freud, “Tatbestandsdiagnostik und Psychoananalyse”) 
187 Compare Vyleta’s assessment of Gross’ criminalistics, especially in the chapter “Scientific 
Tales of Criminality,“ pp. 14-39. 
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accounts of sexual abuse comes from his interest in upholding the image of the 

morally upstanding bourgeois family father (since the familial and class 

circumstances of his patients were such that these were the abusers in most accounts). 

Vyleta makes a related argument about the widespread interest in theorizing 

“suggestion” in popular and professional discourses of crime, trials, and witness 

reliability. Vyleta argues that the widely published concern about the reliability of 

witness testimony reflects bourgeois worries about the political agency and power of 

the working classes, who were demanding voting rights. By worrying about the 

manipulability of the masses, the discourse of suggestion served to delegitimize the 

words and actions of these “unruly” masses and was therefore also a tool in the 

bourgeois battle against working class power. Nussbaum exemplifies this tendency 

when he mentions “lacking intellectual or ethical development” as a factor that 

increases susceptibility to suggestion and adds that “almost always the witnesses 

belong to the lower strata of the rural and small-town population,” thus making it 

explicit that ascribed lack of intellectual and ethical development is part of a class 

discourse (33). 

Masson’s critique highlights gender first and class second, whereas Vyleta’s 

foregrounds class primarily as factors that made the respective discourses of fantasy 

and suggestion serve hegemonic interests: Freud’s theory is building on the dismissal 

of bourgeois female speech, whereas the popularity of the (criminalistic) account of 

suggestion is boosted by bourgeois distrust of the agency of working class and 

peasant men. Vyleta’s and Masson’s critiques that the discourses of fantasy and 
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suggestion were linked to bourgeois-patriarchal efforts to counter the political power 

of bourgeois “women” and male “workers” are plausible, but how do we make sense 

of the fact that these discourses were also driving new conceptions of the human in 

fields as diverse as psychoanalysis and criminalistics and criminal psychology? 

Perhaps the fact that theoretical frameworks of the self were fashioned in an 

engagement with (bourgeois) women and workers reflects the fact that these were the 

constituencies whose emergent political subjecthood was contested in battles for 

citizenship rights at the time. The elaboration of epistemologies of psychic interiority 

and the dynamic complexity of the self in relation to bourgeois women and male 

workers harbors contradictory tendencies: It denigrates the political speech and 

agency of these subjects, but it also renders them subjectively complex and 

humanizes them by according them a prominent place in emergent theories of the 

human self. 

Given the antisemitic agitation that was invested in  ritual murder fantasy [?] 

and the many witnesses who insisted upon having seen Hilsner in incriminating 

circumstances, it was important for opponents of antisemitism to produce a 

counterdiscourse about the unreliability of witness testimony. However, there is a 

certain irony in that the discourses of the self that were deployed in this 

counterdiscourse also affirmed the humanity of those engaged in making ritual 

murder accusations and strengthened the protocols of the individual, psychically 

complex, and dynamic self as the definition of humanity. At the same time, 

antisemitism, as I discussed in the previous chapter, produced “the Jews” as an 
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intruding presence that threatened human society, and did so in part by depicting “the 

Jews” as out of sync with the human. In the remainder of this chapter, I sketch a 

different approach for a critique of antisemitic knowledge. This approach does not 

start from the psychology of the individual but instead from the performative fact of 

racial power. 

 

Certainty, Violence, and the Performance of Racial Power 

I will start this section with a speech by the Christian Social deputy Bielohlawek in 

the Musikvereinssaal, a large concert hall in Vienna, on September 27 1899. The 

speech was delivered at a large convention, one of many that took place in connection 

to the Hilsner trial.188 This particular convention was held shortly after Hilsner’s 

conviction in Kuttenberg/Kutná Hora. It was chaired by Ernst Vergani, publisher of 

the antisemitic Deutsche Volkszeitung (DV), and attended by the mayor Karl Lueger, 

both fellow Christian Socials of Bielohlawek.189 The Zionist Die Welt published a 

summary of Bielohlawek’s speech, including the following scene: “Speaker bemoans 

that that which lies on everybody’s tongue cannot be said. (interruption by the 

government representative)” (“Die Ausschrotung von Polna” 13). According to this 

report, Bielohlawek anticipates the government censorship and incorporates in into 

his speech, letting it serve as a contrast to the truth that lies on “everybody’s” tongue. 

                                                
188 In these conventions, which existed in antisemitic and anti-antisemitic versions, there was 
typically a series of speakers sometimes followed by a resolution. 
189 (Wolf, “Jahrmarkt des Lebens” 713) 
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The government official then dutifully performs his interruption.190 

Bielohlawek’s speech was printed in its entirety and distributed as a booklet 

insert to the Deutsche Volkszeitung. The passage from his speech is rendered in the 

following way 

For us the matter is whether proof that there are fanatical Jews who 
procure Christian blood for ritual or other purposes, that is to say 
procure through murder, has been established or not. (Roaring 
applause. The government representative interrupts the speaker again.) 
The answer, even though it is on everybody’s tongue, I cannot speak 
here. (Rapturous applause.) (Bielohlawek 6) 
 

By way of a (rhetorical) question, this version records the topic of ritual murder even 

more explicitly while still making use of the gesture of censorship for further 

dramatic effect, alongside the roaring applause of the audience. 

That the DV chooses to print the parenthetical descriptions of the goings-on in 

the convention shows that it is not only the content of the speech that matters but also 

the dramatic event, including the government official’s interruption and the applause 

by the audience. The description honors the event’s function as a site of entertainment 

and bodily activation, a dramatic stand-off perhaps also between the antisemitic show 

of force and the government official. The description of the applause works to 

dramatize (and likely exaggerate) the numeric power and ideological unity and 

commitment of the antisemitic movement.  

These details give a taste of the collective bodily activation that is cultivated in 

an antisemitic event. In the theory of suggestion, the people’s roaring applause is 

                                                
190 For a report and commentary on the event from Dr. Bloch’s Oesterreichische 
Wochenschrift, see (Wolf, “Jahrmarkt des Lebens” 713). 
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taken into consideration as a kind of “excitement” that makes people more susceptible 

to suggestion. It matters because it makes them susceptible to the suggestion that a 

ritual murder happened. What the theory of suggestion neglects, in my opinion, is the 

dimension of collective identity formation that is bound up in the process: the 

moment of collective affirmation of being the “everybody” that Bielohlawek talks 

about, the lateral connection between the attendees of the antisemitic convention, and 

the performance of antisemitic power that this collective event stages. 

Implicit in this instantiation of “everybody” is the understanding that Jews, 

blamed for ritual murder and for the suppression of talk about ritual murder, are no 

one. This understanding, however, is less fruitfully imagined at the level of people’s 

beliefs than as the result—or, perhaps, the external manifestation—of a performance 

of antisemitic collectivity. Likewise, sentences such as “the Jews need Christian 

blood” or “Hilsner will be hanged” or any other shorthand description of ritual 

murder are better imagined primarily as cues that establish one’s membership in an 

antisemitic collectivity than as expressions of a personally-held belief. This is not to 

say that the people who clapped in the Musikvereinssaal or who, in other situations, 

responded favorably or even participated in ritual murder propaganda “did not 

believe” in the content of the allegations. It is rather to question what it means to 

“believe” or “not believe” and de-emphasize questions of “belief” in favor of 

questions of collective subject formation through the performance of certain tropes. 

We can study similar instances of collective antisemitic instantiations of ritual-

murder belief in the book Polna 29.3.1899 (Polna 3/29/1899) by the clerical-
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antisemitic journalist Gustav Toužil of Prague. Subtitled Ermordung der Agnes Hruza 

und der sensationelle Prozess Hilsner vor dem Kuttenberger Schwurgerichte (Murder 

of Agnes Hruza, and the Sensational Hilsner Trial at the Kuttenberg Jury Court), the 

book covers Hruza’s disappearance, the discovery of her corpse, the emergence of 

ritual murder allegations against Hilsner, anti-Jewish riots, the trial, and the 

conviction. It also contains background information on Hruza’s character and her 

favorite pastimes, which Toužil apparently gathered personally from her mother.191 

The book is firmly in the service of the ritual murder allegations against Hilsner. It 

could be described as a sort of propagandistic infotainment. 

In Polna 29.3.1899 the truth of the belief in ritual murder is tied to the visual 

image of the slashed throat, and this tie is mediated and authorized by “the people.” 

The following excerpt is from a scene that takes place in the woods. A young boy has 

just found Hruza’s corpse. 

Up until now the opinion had prevailed that either the brother Johann 
or even Agnes’ mother took a hand in the bloody deed.  

Only, soon this suspicion was averted. When instructed to turn 
the corpse the worker Horáček took the snow-white lifeless body and 
turned it face up, and now the commission, which had been joined by 
the mayor Rudolf Sadil, the municipal council member Sedlak, and a 
large crowd of people, was gripped by such a shock and astonishment 
of such kind that individual attendees almost fainted with fright. 

When the body was turned the head fell to the ground and a 
gaping wound at the throat became visible which went from one side 
to the other so that the inside of the throat came out. In this moment 
the suspicion fell off the mother and the brother, and the one 
conviction thrust itself onto the lips of all in attendance: “The girl was 
kosher-slaughtered!” (Toužil 19, emphasis spaced in the original) 

 

                                                
191 The visit is referenced in the book and furthermore documented in photographs that were 
included in the book. 
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Toužil creates an epistemic triad between the visual image of the slashed throat, the 

onlooking crowd, and the unshatterable knowledge that it was a Jewish ritual murder, 

referenced here through the phrase, “kosher-slaughtered” (koscheriert). Toužil does 

not create any difference between the conviction of the crowd, the sight of the slashed 

throat, and the truth. The crowd is the vehicle through which the truth is perceived, 

just as the slashed throat is the unequivocal evidence for this truth. The knowledge of 

the crowd is depicted through the embodied act of speaking and is described as 

Überzeugung (certainty), a term that emphasizes the emotive-embodied dimension of 

holding a certain truth. It contains the word “Zeuge” (witness) and thus suggests a 

knowledge that overcomes one like one might be overcome by the certainty of events 

that one witnessed. The passage is also highly dramatized. An image that 

accompanies the text in the book depicts the general setup of a crowd and court 

commission gathered around the corpse, further adding to the visually dramatic 

quality of the scene of witnesses collectively seeing the slashed body and 

experiencing the certainty that it was a ritual murder.192 

After the passage just described, Toužil shifts into a different style of 

narrating. “But let us follow with the court report” he writes, and he presents in swift 

succession the information that was recorded in the report by the court commission: 

the identification of the corpse and the autopsy. Toužil thus interweaves the state’s 

truth-finding procedures into his narrative. He does not create a completely 

                                                
192 For the image, see http://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC1TV23_anezka-hruzova-
hilsneriada. 
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alternative standard of truth-production from that of the judicial process of the state. 

He will later claim that the state’s procedures proved unequivocally that Hilsner was 

the murderer. But the more dramatic passages in his book are about the immediate 

knowledge of the people, which is presented as at least as, if not more, profound. The 

next highly dramatized scene is the following: 

The transfer of Agnes Hruza’s corpse to Polna resembled a funeral 
cortege. The populace flocked from far and wide and joined the 
funeral procession. 
And already the voice of the people resounded: Hilsner, Hilsner is the 
culprit! (24, emphasis spaced in the original) 
 

Just as his narration associates the sight of the slashed throat with the conviction that 

Hruza was “kosher-slaughtered,” so he now juxtaposes the bucolic scene of the 

flocking populace—feeding into the popular antisemitic image of Agnes Hruza as a 

Christian martyr—with the accusation against Hilsner, as if the physical flocking of 

the populace grounded the truth of Hilsner’s guilt. While no visual depiction of this 

scene is included in the book, the description is highly evocative of a rural hilly 

landscape that is, in fact, reproduced on many images that are included as illustrations 

in the book and circulated independently as postcards. The description joins forces 

with the production of Hruza as a martyr through the language of the flocking 

populace, which evokes a certain religious sensibility and, in particular, the 

veneration of saints that is often practiced through pilgrimages to sites that (are said 

to) contain the saint’s relics. The landscape itself is produced as part of the antisemitic 

imagination by providing the setting for the sensuously described experiences of 

certainty and conviction that “the girl was kosher-slaughtered” and “Hilsner, Hilsner 
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is the murderer.” The latter certainty, like the first, is produced by Toužil as the voice 

of the people. Unlike the first, its acoustic dimension is underlined for greater 

sensuous and dramatic effect.  

 Later in the book, Toužil once again invokes this voice of the people in an 

overtly dramatic way. Toužil titles a short section with the question “Why Agnes was 

murdered?” The question is rhetorical because Toužil has already repeatedly asserted 

that it was a ritual murder. His answer to the rhetorical question is a drawn-out 

performance of hyperbolic emphasis on the sheer inescapability of the conviction that 

it was a ritual murder. Considering common murder motivations one by one, he 

points out that it was not a robbery-murder (Agnes was poor and it was known that 

she didn’t carry money), nor was it passion (the autopsy confirmed that she was not 

dishonored), nor revenge (Agnes had not done any harm to anybody) nor jealousy (no 

indication thereof). His argument culminates in this remarkable sentence:  

Thus in the end it remains that the whole world knows no other cause 
as the one about which nobody has a different conviction than what the 
voice of the people now heralds like a resounding bell through the 
Christian world. (Toužil 75) 
 

One notices the series of negations, almost to the point of meaninglessness, with 

which Toužil circles around the resounding voice of the people. The motive “ritual 

murder” is kept unmentioned yet also affirmed as impossible-not-to-be-known or, 

rather, impossible-not-to-be-convinced-of. The endless chain of negations has the 

effect of deferring longer and longer the moment when the text reveals, or—by only 

referring to the heralding voice of the people without rendering its content—reveals 

that it will not reveal the open secret that is the answer to the question that was 
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always already rhetorical. This sentence, one should remember, is only the 

culmination of the whole section which, structured by the step-by-step ruling-out of 

alternative motives, already performs a deferral. 

This multiplicity of negations and deferrals, and the ultimate reference to the 

heralding, bell-like voice of the people, create a hyperbolic emphasis. The text 

performs certainty—an affective gesture in relation to something like knowledge, 

which does not, however, get detailed through the content of the knowledge but rather 

through the inescapability of its hold. Toužil presents the bell-like voice of the people 

as a measure of the people’s conviction, not necessarily as a messenger of the 

alluded-to ritual murder. In other words, if one had to give words to the voice of the 

people in accordance with Toužil’s description, the voice would say something like “it 

is true!” rather than “it was a ritual murder.” Powerful images and sounds of the 

people’s certainty dispel the need for words on the content of this alleged certainty. 

The dispensability of content connects Toužil’s book to Bielohlawek’s speech: 

in both instances, there are performative instantiations not so much of the content of 

the ritual murder but rather of the alleged certainty of the people of such a ritual 

murder. This certainty in turn is described as a bodily ecstasy, expressed through 

rapturous applause, through a truth that sits on everyone’s tongue, and through a 

resounding, bell-like voice. This certainty is also performed textually through the 

emphatic deferral and repeated negation of any alternative belief. The willingly 

enacted censorship in Bielohlawek has its correspondence in the deferral and chain of 
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negations in Toužil: both add yet more emphasis.193 

Certainty of the ritual murder is turned into a touchstone of a collective 

antisemitic identity, enacted in a highly dramatized performance of experiential 

ecstasy. Through the tropes of censorship and deferral, and through descriptions of 

collective sensual knowledge, certainty about the ritual murder gets staged as a 

collective embodied performance of antisemitic power. Tropes of censorship and 

deferral, especially when likened to “the voice of the people” as the agency that is 

supposedly censored or performatively deferred, become gestures of hyperbolic 

emphasis and participate in a truth production that is less about typologies, 

descriptions, and a rich “content” than it is about an increasingly contentless “truth of 

the Jews.” This “truth of the Jews” is effectively being spoken as it is being censored, 

deferred, alluded to, or recognized in the heralding voice of the people, because its 

point is not to elaborate positive content but, rather, to serve as a gesture of emphasis 

that produces the antisemitic subject in an absolute-yet-intimate difference from “the 

Jews.” This difference has nothing to do with different practices of worship, diet, 

language, or any related sphere of cultural practice. It is an absolute-yet-intimate 

difference in the sense that it categorically opposes the antisemitic subject to “the 

Jews” while also making the antisemitic subject intimately dependent on its own 

fantasy of “the Jews.” An emphatic affirmation that “it is true!” represents this 

                                                
193 This should not obscure the ideological differences between Toužil and Bielohlawek. 
Touzil’s clerical antisemitism, which is full of Catholic vernacular theological resonances, is 
quite distinct from Bielohlawek’s Christian Social antisemitism, despite the suffix Christian 
in the latter’s party name. The “Christian” in Christian Social names the social identity of not 
being Jewish. 
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certainty better than any descriptive statements about ritual murder, but even 

seemingly descriptive statements such as “the girl was kosher-slaughtered” or 

“Hilsner is the culprit” operate indexically to affirm the gesture of absolute-intimate 

difference between antisemites and “Jews.” 

In Bohemia at the time of the Hilsner affair, the Zionist Die Welt reports that a 

gesture that signifies the shochet came to simultaneously signify “Jew” and 

“antisemite.”  

The marking of the shochet cut with the finger on the neck, originally 
only practiced for the derision of the Jews on encountering them on the 
street, today counts as a mimic sign and substitution for the word 
“Jew” and is further already used for the mutual greeting of 
antisemites among each other. (Dr. K. 4) 
 

Implicit in this substitutive semiotic process is that “Jews” are  an object of derision. 

This equation between the meaning of “Jews” and the attitude of derision in turn 

serves as a sign of mutual recognition for antisemites. It is a semiotics where Jews are 

made to equal ritual murder. The shochet cut gesture is a reference to the already 

established antisemitic construction of “the Jews” and it indicates that in its pragmatic 

function the message “Jews commit ritual murders” is roughly equivalent to derision 

of Jews and a cheer for the antisemitic movement. The shochet cut gesture is without 

content in the sense that it can simultaneously signify “Jew” and “anti-Semite,” but in 

its contentlessness it functions to create an antagonism that is as absolute as it is 

intimate. 

The phrase “Jews need Christian blood” functions in the same way. One sees 

it surface in a statement that Hilsner makes in the trial in Kutná Hora/Kuttenberg: 
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Dr. Baxa. Proto jste říkal, že máte svátky a co dale? 
Hilsner. Že lidé si myslí, že potřebujeme židovskou (opravuje se) 
křesťanskou krev. (Přelíčení s Hilsnerem 76)194 
 
Dr. Baxa. Why did you say that you had holidays and so forth? 
Hilsner: Because people thought that we need Jewish (corrects 
himself) Christian blood. (my translation) 
 

Hilsner misspeaks and then corrects himself when he renders the content of the ritual 

murder accusation. This misspeaking speaks quite insightfully to the type of 

substitutive relationship between “Jews need Christian blood,” one of the many 

shorthand versions of the ritual murder accusation, and a plain gesture of derision of 

“Jews.” The phrase “need Christian blood” is simply not meant to go with “we” as the 

subject. It is overdetermined by a deriding definition of “Jews” to the extent that 

when Hilsner tries to report on the antisemitic imagination in the first person plural, 

recognizing himself as part of the Jews whom “people” think need Christian blood, 

the word “Jew” (or “Jewish”) interrupts him. It is as if the logical point that Hilsner is 

making—people accused Jews of needing Christian blood for the Passover 

holidays—is accompanied by a second voice that knows that what people did by 

affirming their belief that “Jews need Christian blood” was to deride “Jews.” 

This logic of antisemitic derision against Jews, simultaneously intimate and 

absolutely antagonistic, also characterizes antisemitic physical violence. In fact, 

derision and physical violence frequently operated together. According to Nussbaum, 

the Jewish community in Polná used to comprise about five hundred people before 

                                                
194 The same dialog is printed and commented on in (Masaryk, Notwendigkeit 18–19; see also 
Toužil). 
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the Hilsner affair. As a consequence of antisemitic “excesses” only half of them still 

remained in Polná, the other half seeking refuge elsewhere.195 Anti-Jewish riots took 

place in Polná following Hilsner’s detention in April 1899 and spread across Bohemia 

and Moravia from mid-October to early December of the same year. In the fall of 

1899, it was rare that a day would pass without antisemitic rallies or riots somewhere. 

Some of these riots had a combined anti-German and antisemitic orientation and 

responded not only to the ongoing Hilsner affair but also to a new defeat in the Czech 

battle for language rights in the aftermath of the Badeni language ordinances. 

Krejčová and Míšková count that out of 265 “incidents” in Bohemia and Moravia, 

160 were “purely anti-Jewish” and only 43 actions were not at all directed against 

Jews. While these distinctions, presumably reflecting government records, cannot 

always be made perfectly, they are nevertheless informative as a broad measure of 

antisemitic violence. An incident typically involved a demonstration, frequently 

combined with smashed windows and songs. Some reports include looting, Jewish 

houses smeared with blood or red paint, clashes, police, military, injuries and deaths. 

According to Toužil, the initial riots in Polná in the spring of 1899 were done 

by a group of about 300 people who smashed the windows of Jewish houses. He 

narrates:  

When the Jews became afraid of the riots, the tanner Schiller came to 

                                                
195 According to Poiman, the number of Jews recorded by the 1890 census for Polná was only 
239 (5). Toužil reports the number of Jews living in Polná at the time of the Hilsner affair as 
270 (80-81). Helena Krejčová and Alena Míšková list the population of Polna as 4871 
Czechs, 51 Germans, and 39 Jews, without clarifying the time of this count (Krejčová and 
Míšková 78). I do not know if the discrepancy in numbers reflects the flight of Jews out of 
Polna and/or what their source or method for getting at these numbers is.  
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Dean Schimek at Polna and asked him to calm down the people from 
the pulpit or from the ramp in front of the church, to help the Jews, and 
to refute the rumor of the ritual murder. Dean Schimek however 
replied that he was not competent in this issue, he did not intend to 
preach in the open air, because now was not the appropriate moment to 
speak about ritual murder. (Toužil 91–82)196 
 

Apart from demonstrating how strategic silence can also form part of the ritual 

murder agitation, and from suggesting that an engaged counterdiscourse seemed 

promising to those directly threatened in their physical safety, this story also 

demonstrates that antisemitic propagandists such as Toužil chose to re-tell stories of 

antisemitic violence without any euphemisms. On the contrary, there seems to be 

triumph in his narration of the unrequited Jewish plea for help. 

This impression is reinforced as Toužil’s narration continues. Two Jewish 

merchants of Polna, he tells, requested permission to carry weapons for self-defense. 

Their request was denied on the ground that they were considered “not trustworthy.” 

Toužil then adds: “Both did, however, after a few days receive from an unknown 

person children's guns and wooden pistols such as are sold at fairs” (83). Here the 

unsafety of Jews, produced by ongoing violence, is emphasized and turned into an 

occasion for amusement by means of a spoof. Toužil reports on another very similar 

incident. For the May 1st labor holiday, Polna Jews requested the presence of the 

military to ensure their safety. This request was denied, and again it was “fulfilled” by 

means of a spoof: 

[u]nknown jokers complied with this wish very early Sunday morning 
by gluing soldiers onto the windows and doors of Jewish houses, but 
they were painted. They were lurking as towards the morning the 

                                                
196 See also (Nussbaum 21) and (Paul-Schiff 3). 
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gendarme patrol retired into their barracks (…) and in this manner 
provided the Polna audience with an entertainment. A general staff on 
horse was glued to the house of the rabbi Dr. Goldberger, artillery to 
the house of the tanner Schiller, and infantry and cavalry to other 
houses, not just of our state but also of the neighboring states. (Toužil 
88) 
 

The pursuit of protection in these two cases, in one case by legally carrying arms for 

self-defense and in the other by recruiting the military, is turned into a mockery of 

such protection: in one case with toy weapons and the other with painted military 

figures that are glued to Jewish houses. These “jokester” actions emphasize and 

celebrate the unsafety of Polna Jews; Toužil’s sympathetic report on it conveys a 

sentiment of being smitten by these jokesters and thus wanting to share the joke with 

his readers. 

In the case of the painted soldiers, the action also serves to target Jewish 

spaces and mark them as such. It extends other practices such as the occasional 

marking of Jewish houses with (animal) blood or red paint, in which the red color or 

blood (similar to the gesture that stylizes a shochet cut) is an index of the blood 

murder accusation that doubles as a signifier for “Jew” and triples as an ecstatic 

activation of an embodied, collective, antisemitic self. As an intervention in the space 

of the city or small town, red paint, paper soldiers, and smashed windows mark the 

affected houses and their inhabitants as targets of entertainment and violence against 

the “Polna audience” who is supposed to be entertained. Marking and smashing 

Jewish houses as targets of entertainment and violence removes these spaces and their 

inhabitants from the community of the town; it creates and symbolizes their absolute 

difference from the antisemitic community in the spatiality of the town. Yet despite 
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this violent removal of Jews from the antisemitic community, houses with smashed 

windows, red markings, or painted soldiers are still physically present in the middle 

of the town, and every smashed window has been created by somebody who 

ecstatically engaged the space and sometimes its inhabitants with his or her bodily 

presence: the absolute difference is therefore also intimate.  

Emphatic assertions of certainty about ritual murder differ qualitatively from 

one another and from the different forms of physical violence, but their significance 

for antisemitism is best understood if they are analyzed through the shadow of such 

physical violence. The red paint that signals blood murder and the paper soldiers that 

celebrate the fact that the state is not protecting Jews marks the absolute-intimate 

antisemitic difference onto the space of the town. Because of their context, one can 

easily see the continuity between these antisemitic installations and antisemitic street 

violence. But the installations also link up with the bodily performance of the 

antisemitic greeting, the shochet cut gesture that produces “Jews” as an object of 

derision. Likewise this greeting, the Jewish houses with paper soldiers, blood marks, 

or smashed windows create an absolute difference between “the Jews” and the 

antisemitic subject. The performance of certainty, a collective bodily act, is but one 

part of an attempt to order space and material infrastructure that shapes who can live 

here and who cannot.  

 

Conclusion 

 
The discourse of suggestion provides a critique of the reliability of individually-held 
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beliefs and memories of ritual murder that is useful as a direct, if limited, intervention 

in the individual-focused epistemology of the trial. But its focus on the individual 

subject of knowledge and suggestion obscures the fundamentally collective and 

performative dimension of racial power. My discussion offers an alternative analysis 

of antisemitic knowledge production, focused on the emphatic gesture of certainty. 

Gestures of certainty operate alongside derision and physical violence to produce an 

embodied collective antisemitic subject in absolute and intimate difference from “the 

Jews.”  

Whether one approaches a critique of the belief in ritual murder through the 

individual psychology of suggestion or through the alternative framework of certainty 

that I have outlined in this chapter shapes how one envisions anti-antisemitic 

resistance. The discourse of suggestion envisions a trajectory of resistance where the 

suggestion is stopped or countered so that “the mind” can free itself from its 

imposition. Hope is invested in the possibility that the blood libel will be publicly 

exposed for its falsity by the authoritative word of the judge. A related hopeful 

scenario is that individual jury members will consider the evidence against Hilsner 

critically and conclude that it does not hold. This trajectory of resistance treats the 

blood libel as positive knowledge that can be dealt with by using arguments and truth. 

If one approaches antisemitic knowledge production as a collective 

instantiation of antisemitic power, where assertions of certainty function alongside 

antisemitic violence and derision of “the Jews,” no well-defined trajectory of 

resistance comes into view. But a guiging idea can be formulated. Rather than (only) 
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hope that jury members will see through the blood libel, one should ask what it would 

take for it to not matter whether a potential juror “believes” in ritual murder, because 

there is no organized infrastructure (whether it is the state or a political movement) 

that extends this belief into antisemitic racial terror. 
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